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Introduction

The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Women Parliamentary Caucus had been created soon after the oath 
taking ceremony of the newly elected members of the Assembly in 2013. MPA Anisa Zeb 
Tahirkheli from Qaumi Watan Party had been requested to take charge as the Chairperson 
while MPA Uzma Khan of Jamiat  Ulema Islam Fazlur Rehman had volunteered to be the 
General Secretary. In September, 2015, when  MPA Anisa Zeb took oath as Minister it was felt 
that a new Chairperson needs to be elected as this is a full time job and requires a lot of hard 
work for efficient working of the Caucus.

Elections were held to five positions of the Cabinet on 29.03.2016.  Under MPA Rashida Riffat of 
Jamaat Islami who had volunteered to be the Election Commissioner. Four members were 
elected unanimously while for the position of Secretary Information there was a tough fight 
between MPA Amna Sardar, PMLN and MPA Zareen Zia,PTI in which the latter was elected.

During the period between the elections to end of June the Caucus was extremely busy 
planning and holding meetings with different stakeholders as well as within itself as emergency 
situations arose. This report records the events and the decisions taken during this first quarter 
under the new team.

1. Meetings Held

 Cabinet                          2
                         

The first meeting was held soon after the oath taking on 7.4.2014. During this meeting roles 
and responsibilities of the different positions were discussed and agreed upon. It was also 
decided that I order to include maximum number of members; responsibilities for different 
assignments would be distributed. List of assignments and members is attached as Annexe 1.

The second meeting was held on 14.6.2016

 General Body               3

The first meeting was held on 19.42016.  The members endorsed the minutes of the Cabinet 
meeting after advancing some suggestions for further streamlining and improving the 
functioning of the WPC.

The second meeting was an emergency meeting called on 2.5.2016 to discuss the horrific 
incident in Nathiagali in which a 16 year old girl, Ambreen, was cruelly burnt by villagers. In the 
meeting, MPA Amna Sardar PMLN, who belongs to the constituency and who had visited the 
family, briefed the members about the incident. She informed that the villagers had done this 



heinous crime on the suspicion that Ambreen had assisted her friend to elope with her lover. 
The meeting forcefully condemned the act and decided to bring a joint resolution in the 
Assembly against such acts of violence against women.

The third meeting was also hurriedly called on 16.6.2016 before the debate on the Budget 2016 
– 17 to finalize the list of demands prepared by the Chairperson for presenting to the Chief 
Minister and Minister Finance. Twelve of the thirteen demands were approved and translated 
into Urdu by MPA Dina Naz, PTI. The thirteenth point regarding tabling of the Domestic 
Violence Bill was deferred till the next session. Later, MPA Amna Sardar of PMLN handed over 
the demand sheet to the Chief Minister who directed his secretariat to share it with relevant 
departments and ensure implementation.

 Public Sector Organizations          1

A meeting was held with Director General Election Commission, Islamabad, Ms. Suraya  Jamal, 
to discuss and plan a strategy for voter education and enhancing participation of women in the 
next election.

 Private Sector Organizations        2

Pak Women: Meeting of Chairperson with Azra Yasmeen ED

The Executive Director, Pak Women had requested a meeting  as the organization was in the 
process of writing a concept paper and needed some ideas on how to work in collaboration 
with WPC. Several activities were discussed such as sensitizing of members of senior 
management of the province, research studies, strengthening of PCSW and DCSW.

 International Agencies                 2

1. An informal meeting was held with the Political 
Advisor in the US Consulate, Ms. Katherine Hoffman 
on issues of women in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

2. Inter Cooperation. Meeting of Chairperson with 
Country Head, Ms. Stephanie Burre. 

This meeting was held with the purpose of understanding   
the work of the two organizations and to explore possibilities 



for future collaboration. Ms Burre was impressed with the fact that all MPAs from different 
political parties had gathered together on one platform. The possibilities of joint action for 
protection and promotion of women were discussed at length.

 UN Agencies                                   2
  Meeting of Chairperson with UNDP Gender Team headed by Mr. James Littleton

This was a preliminary meeting held as preparation for the meeting with the whole    cabinet.

Meeting of Cabinet members with Gender Team headed by Mr. James Littleton on 17.5.2016 

The meeting drafted a plan of action 
for the period July – December 2016. 
The UNDP team also accepted the 
seven point recommendations 
proposed by the WPC cabinet. These 
seven points include knowledge 
sharing, strengthening of the gender 
section of the library, formulation of 
media strategy, holding of district 
meetings, award for best legislature 
and annual report on the status of 
women in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.

2. Assembly Business

 Bills Tabled                                      -

 Resolutions                                     2
1. Joint resolution condemning the burning of Ambreen in Nathiagali
2. Joint Resolution on Establishment of Women Parliamentary Caucus in Assembly

 Call Attention Notices

 Adjournment Motions

Successful members of the Caucus during the quarter include Sobia Khan, MLN, whose 
participation was rated most outstanding in the whole Assembly during the year 2015 – 16. 
Najma Shaheen, JUI, Amna Sardar, MLN, Meraj Hamayun Khan,QWP also brought in a lot of 
business in the form of questions and amendments in the bills tables. Amna Sardar, MLN, was 
the only member of the Assembly who tabled amendments in the Assembly Rules of Business, 
while Meraj Hamayun Khan,QWP, succeeded in putting women in all the autonomous boards 
created in different sectors. Amna Sardar, PMLN, was also the only female MPA to be  given a 
chance to speak on the budget though several other women had also given their names..Dina 



Naz, PTI, developed the official website and along with Amna Sardar, PMLN, was ever ready  to 
assist the Chairperson in strengthening the Caucus.

3. Events Organized

 Oath Taking ceremony`of the newly elected Cabinet members was held on 1.4. 2016. 
Oath was administered by the Deputy Speaker, Dr. Mehr Taj Roghani, who is also the 
Patron of the Caucus. Present on the occasion were Ministers, MPAs, officials of the 
Assembly secretariat and representative of the United Nations Development 
Programme. Speaking on the occasion, both the Patron and the newly elected 
Chairperson committed to advance the agenda of the Caucus inside the Assembly as 
well as enabling it to 
reach out to women 
networks working at 
the grassroots level.

 Inauguration of Caucus 
Secretariat was held on 
19.4.2016. An 
impressive ceremony 
was organized and the 
secretariat was 
inaugurated by the 
Minister, Mineral 
Development, Ms. Anisa Zeb Tahirkheli, who, during her tenure as Chairperson, had 
acquired the space after a lot of struggle. UNDP had generously donated equipment and 
furniture.

 Pre Budget Workshop for all members on 31.7.2016. This one day workshop was 
organized for all the members of the Caucus by UNDP under the agreed work plan 
mentioned earlier. Though a vast subject, the resource person, Mr. Iftikhar Ullah Babar, 
a retired senior bureaucrat, was able to cover the salient features of the Budget and the 
process of ADP preparation to the satisfaction of all the members.

 Meeting cum Lunch organized 
by Aurat Foundation on 
30.7.2016. Discussion 
centered around the Bill for 
Women Protection prepared 
by the Council of Islamic 
Ideology.



4. Issues Noted and Action Taken        

1. Nathiagali Burning case ( Ambareen)
2. Proposed Bill of Council of Islamic Ideology

5. Challenges           

 Non availability of funds: In order to be really effective, WPC, has to make a serious 
effort to attract funding from both the government as well as international agency. For 
this purpose the first step was to table and get a resolution passed in the Assembly 
seeking permission to create a Caucus within the Assembly. This was successfully done 
on……….. The resolution entitles the WPC to approach the Honourable Speaker for 
financial assistance as a onetime allocation or in some other way.
Meetings have also been held with UNDP and UN Women to explore possibilities of 
funding.
Despite the lack of funds during the quarter, we are proud to have done what is 
reported here. We are most grateful to the office of the Deputy Speaker, Dr. Mehr Taj 
Roghani for providing refreshments in all our meetings. Our thanks are also due to 
Additional Secretary, Mr. Nasrullah Khan, and his team for backing our activities and 
helping us in our multiple responsibilities.

 Lack of interest of members: A great deal more can be achieved if each MPA put her 
share in the Caucus activities and responsibilities.

 Lack of interest and inexperience of Cabinet members: Cabinet is the backbone of every 
organization/network because it develops the vision and gives direction to the 
organization. Unfortunately, the WPC Cabinet has not been fully functional during the 
reporting period. The Secretary and Joint Secretary have been under stress with their 
responsibilities as mothers of young children. Other members are still unfamiliar with 
the concept of a Caucus and how to strengthen it.



Conclusion

Though a difficult quarter weathers 
wise and the month of Ramzan, WPC 
was successful in creating its space 
within the Assembly as well as linking 
up with organizations seriously 
working for gender equity and 
women empowerment. The most 
important success is the 
development of the purpose and 
clarifying the role of WPC and agreeing on a draft plan of action for the remaining tenure of the 
assembly. With support from all the organizations with which meetings were held, WPC is all 
set to work on its vision and achieve its goal of enhanced and quality participation of women in 
the assembly. 



Cuttings from Newspapers

   



Enhancing women’s participation in the Khyber 
Pakhtunkhwa Assembly

With assistance from UNDP Pakistan, a new secretariat for the Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KP) 

Women’s Parliamentary Caucus has been inaugurated, giving female legislators a much-needed 

space in which to collaborate on passing laws which benefit women in the province.

“The Women’s Parliamentary Caucus reaffirms its commitment to work for women-friendly 

laws in the province,” said Meraj Hamayun Khan, the caucus chair, at the inauguration of the 

new secretariat. “We are trying to remove the practices, traditions and laws which negatively 

impact on women and prevent them from developing their full potential to become equal partners 

in development.”

Women members of Pakistan’s national and provincial assemblies, working with UNDP, have 

established Women’s Parliamentary Caucuses; cross-party groupings which enable them to work 

together to amplify the voices of women to influence the policies that affect their lives.

Fauzia Yazdani, Senior Gender Advisor at UNDP, quoted the United Nations Secretary-General, 

stating: “We can only address problems by empowering women as agents of change.... We have 

shattered many glass ceilings, leaving a carpet of shards.”

In May 2015, the KP Provincial Assembly adopted a unanimous resolution recommending the 

formal constitution of a Women’s Parliamentary Caucus. This historic resolution created a new 



body through which all 22 women members of parliament, regardless of party affiliation, could 

work together.

Since its establishment, the KP Women’s Parliamentary Caucus has worked tirelessly to achieve 

two major goals: to increase women’s political empowerment by increasing the number of 

reserved seats for women from 22 to 25, and pass much needed legislation on domestic 

violence. 

To help ensure that the caucus had the facilities it needed to effectively contribute to decision-

making, UNDP established a fully equipped secretariat in a space allocated and refurbished by 

the provincial assembly. Women members gather here for meetings and mutual learning.

“We are thankful to UNDP for its consistent support to the Women’s Parliamentary Caucus, 

Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Assembly, and I hope that the strategic plan developed with UNDP’s 

technical assistance will be translated into action,” said Anisa Zeb Tahirkheli, Minister for 

Mineral and Labour and former caucus chair. “We acknowledge the highly valuable long-

standing partnership and the assistance provided to us [by UNDP], and look forward to 

collaborate in the future,” she added.

Dr Meher Taj Roghani, the first-ever women Deputy Speaker of the KP Assembly, provided 

assurances that the caucus would receive the institutional support it needed to develop its 

members’ capacities to participate effectively in lawmaking.  



Pictorial View of WPC Activities
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